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Abstract
Social networks have become quite popular these days and the creation of social groups of people with common
interests, results in sharing and collaborative relationships among the members. Besides, cloud computing and mobile
computing domains have advanced rapidly and are the promising technologies for the near future. To bring the
beneﬁts from these diﬀerent developments together, we tried to built an Android application, CroudSTag, which aids
in forming social groups of common interest, from the mobile devices. The application obtains a set of pictures from
a storage cloud, uses the face recognition cloud services to identify the people, and forms social groups on Facebook,
a well known social network. The application is explained with detailed architectural and technological choices.
The performance analysis of the application shows that the social groups can be formed with signiﬁcant ease and
reasonable performance latencies from the mobile devices.
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1. Introduction
Social networks [1] have become very popular these days, with millions of users, from several countries and with
diﬀerent backgrounds and interests. Facebook [2] and Twitter [3] are the most popular social networks of them, with
more than 600 million and 190 million active users, respectively. This number of people present in the network is a
good opportunity to create professional and business connections around the world. People with common interests in
the social network can take advantage of the social network beneﬁts like public recognition, creation of relationships,
referrals and manage the social capital. Social groups [4] also result in sharing and collaborative relationships among
the members. For example, a group of people working in the same research topic can collaborate with each other
sharing resources, ideas and knowledge. This helps in achieving their common goals faster.
Besides, cloud computing and mobile computing domains have advanced rapidly and are the promising technolo-
gies for the near future. Cloud computing [5] is a style of computing in which, typically, resources scalable on demand
are provided ”as a service (aaS)” over the Internet to users who need not have knowledge of, expertise in, or control
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Figure 1: Mobile Cloud Gallery application scenario
over the cloud infrastructure that supports them. The provisioning of the cloud services can be at the Infrastructural
level (IaaS), Platform level (PaaS) or at the Software level (SaaS). People are mainly using cloud storage services
to accumulate their ﬁles such as images, videos, documents etc. and cloud processing services to reach their elastic
needs for resources.
Similarly, improvements in the mobile devices, on hardware (memory, power consumption, touch screen, better
ergonomic design, etc.), in software (numerous and sophisticated applications due to the release of iPhone [6] and
Android [7] platforms) and in transmission (higher data transmission rates achieved with 3G and 4G technologies),
have contributed in having higher mobile penetration and better services provided to the customers. Mobile technolo-
gies are also drawing their attention to the clouds due to the increasing demand of the applications, for processing
power, storage space and energy saving. This has lead to the Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) domain. Applica-
tions that beneﬁt from such a Mobile Cloud are from diﬀerent domains like social networks, location based services,
context-aware systems etc.
To bring the beneﬁts from these diﬀerent domains together, we tried to build an Android application that aids in
forming social groups of common interest, from the mobile devices. The developed CroudSTag (Social tagging crowd
on cloud) application takes a set of pictures (probably taken by the mobile device itself) from the cloud, uses the SaaS
of Face.com to recognize people from the pictures, and sends, to each recognized person, an invitation to be part of a
social group on Facebook. The application in explained in detail with the technological and architectural choices and
the paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 describes the developed application in detail, with screenshots. Section 3 discusses the cloud services
employed in the realization of the application. Later, section 4 discusses the considered architectural and technological
choices. Section 5 provides a detailed analysis of the application. Section 6 discusses the related work and Section 7
concludes the paper with future research directions.
2. The CroudSTag application: description and screenshots
The goal of the CroudSTag application is to let a person to keep in touch with people, who appear in a set of
pictures, from his mobile. For example, consider a researcher who attends conferences around the world and has a set
of pictures of the people with whom he had interacted at the event. The pictures are probably taken from his mobile
and are stored on the cloud. The researcher later wants to create and keep connections with his acquaintances on the
social network, to group them according to speciﬁc interests and to follow the groups directly from his mobile phone.
The scenario can also be envisioned with any other type of the event or community that wants to keep its members in
contact, something like alumni. However, for being a bit clear with the explanation, the rest of the paper is written as
though it is for the researcher’s case.
The CroudSTag application is realized as follows. The researcher uses the Mobile Cloud Gallery application, also
developed by us, to take pictures and store them in multiple clouds. The researcher takes the picture using the mobile
camera and chooses the cloud where he wants to upload the picture. Multiple clouds are considered, as the researcher
may store the pictures in his private cloud (something like our SciCloud [8], a cloud based on Eucalyptus technology
with Walrus storage) when in Europe and while traveling through US or Japan he may upload them to public clouds
like Amazon Simple Storage Services (S3) [9] or GoGrid [10]. The scenario is shown in ﬁgure 1. The researcher can
review his pictures, stored in any cloud, at any time, in any place.
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Figure 2: Screenshots of the CroudSTag usage scenario
Using CroudSTag application, the researcher can later select the pictures stored in the cloud and use them to
detect and to recognize his acquaintances and contact them in Facebook.com. Before starting the facial recognition
process [11] the researcher logs into Facebook.com in the application to grant access to his content (pictures, friends
and tags). After the researcher is logged in, he selects the pictures he wants to use for the process, by selecting the
particular cloud. Once the cloud has been selected, the mobile sends the request and the face recognition process is
started on the MCM (Mobile Cloud Middleware). Face recognition is performed based on SaaS like face.com. The
service is explained in detail in the next section and MCM is discussed in detail in section 4. The request from the
mobile is immediately followed by an acknowledgement from the MCM and the phone is free to be used in normal
way. Meanwhile, the face recognition process is performed on the cloud and the mobile is notiﬁed about the results
by displaying the recognized people in a list. The researcher then selects the persons one by one and posts a message
with the invitation to join a social group in Facebook. The scenario is shown in detail in ﬁgure 2.
3. Cloud services employed in the application
To create the CroudSTag application, several cloud services are considered, such as facial recognition services
from Face.com, Facebook applications and other cloud storage and processing services. Face.com is a technology
company operating in the face recognition domain, and provides several SaaS from the cloud. It oﬀers three basic
solutions for facial detection: 1) PhotoFinder which scans public photos in the network and suggests tags for the
photos which are currently un-tagged. The aim of the application is to ﬁnd pictures of a person in the network. 2)
PhotoTagger which lets people choose albums to scan for faces grouping the people recognized in batches called
screenshots. Later, PhotoTagger suggests tags for the people present in the screenshots. This batch processing is a
more eﬃcient way to tag pictures from existing albums. 3) CelebrityFinder, which scans pictures in Twitter looking
for celebrities that have posted publicly. [12]
In May, 2010, Face.com released its API and oﬃcially supports languages such as PHP and JavaScript. The com-
munity also has developed client libraries for Python, C#, Flash Action Script, Java and Ruby on Rails. The services
for detection, recognition, and tagging are provided through its REST API [13]; Server - http.api.face.com. The ser-
vices are provided for free but with quota limitations. Face.com can also tag and recognize users from Facebook and
Twitter, the two most popular social networks with billions of photos in their repositories. Face.com complies with
Facebook and Twitter security policies and thus can use the credentials of the social networks. The recognition is
performed on the public content in the network and the content owned by the user. It is also possible to have private
sets of photos and tags, called name-spaces. However these private name-spaces need to be tagged and trained and
thus reduce the number of people who can be recognized and also decreases the accuracy of the results. We also have
developed a face recognition service that can be used for analyzing the set of pictures that are stored in the cloud.
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However, we have decided using face.com since the service is free to access and provides more advanced features that
are convenient in the context of a social network.
The CroudSTag application also uses Facebook services to create the groups. Facebook Applications are the
channel provided by Facebook, to integrate the core Facebook platform technologies such as social plug-ins, the
Graph API and Dialogs. Facebook also provides several SDKs [2] to develop applications. The JavaScript and
PHP SDKs are available for web content and the iOS and Android SDKs are available for mobile applications. The
CroudSTag application uses Facebook Dialogs, which provide a consistant interface to display dialogs to users. These
dialogs provide the interface to post messages in user’s walls, send friend requests and applications requests.
The Graph API is the simple view to Facebook objects (people, photos, events and pages) and connections between
each other. Every object inside Facebook has a unique ID and its information can be accessed through the Facebook
public URL. The Graph is used to discover the relationships of one object with other objects. Relationships such as
friends, events, groups, notes, albums, photos, tags, likes, etc. can be retrieved through the Graph API.
The CroudSTag application also uses the storage services from Amazon S3 and Walrus from SciCloud [8] to store
the pictures taken by the mobile phone, using native Amazon API and jets3t [14] API, respectively. jets3t needs slight
modiﬁcation for handling the storage service of Walrus as it was originally meant from the community for accessing
Amazon S3 services.
4. Technological choices - MCM
While several SaaS are considered in the CroudSTag application, most of them are bounded by numerous con-
straints like cloud provider’s technology choices, platform restrictions etc. Cloud providers oﬀer proprietary APIs and
routines to consume the services, e.g. face.com and JetS3t API. Therefore, cloud interoperability is not possible and
when an application is to be created, it has to be developed for a speciﬁc cloud provider. Moreover, the CroudSTag
also involves the mobile phones in the scenario. So the devices need to have the APIs speciﬁc to the mobile platforms
like Android or iOS, and cloud vendors are generally observed to be slow in providing APIs for multiple mobile
platforms. For example, at the time of writing this paper, Amazon has just released the mobile API for Android and
still in beta. Moreover, to build such an application on the mobile, the device should possess all these diﬀerent APIs,
which puts a lot of load on already constrained resources of the phones. To address most of these problems in general,
Mobile Cloud Middleware (MCM) has been developed.
MCM is introduced as an intermediary between the mobile phones and the clouds in the mobile cloud service
invocation cycle. The architecture is shown in ﬁgure 3. MCM fosters mobile platform heterogeneity and the combi-
nation of diﬀerent cloud services into a mobile mashup application. When an application tries to connect to a basic
cloud service, it connects to the TP Handler component of the middleware, which receives the request. The trans-
portation handler can receive the requests based on several protocols like the Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or
the Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) [15]. The request is then processed by the Interoperability
API engine, which selects the suitable cloud API and creates a unique adapter that ensures the transactional process
with the cloud.
When the request is forwarded to the MCM Manager, it ﬁrst creates a session assigning a unique identiﬁer for
saving the system conﬁguration of the handset (OS, clouds credentials, etc.) and the service conﬁguration requested
(list of services, cloud providers, types of transactions, etc.) in a temporal storage space, respectively. The identiﬁer
is used for handling diﬀerent requests from multiple mobile devices and for sending the notiﬁcation back when the
process running in the cloud is ﬁnished. Later, the interoperability API engine veriﬁes the service conﬁguration for
selecting the suitable API, depending on the cloud vendor. A temporal transaction space is created for exchanging
data between the clouds. The aim of the temporal space is to avoid oﬄoading the same information from the mobile,
again and again.
Once the interoperability API engine decides which API set it is going to use, the MCM Manager requests for the
speciﬁc routines from the Adapter Servlets. The servlets contain the set of functions for the consumption of the cloud
services. Finally, MCM Manager encapsulates the API and the routine in an adapter for performing the transactions
and accessing the SaaS. The result of each cloud transaction is sent back to the handset in a JSON (JavaScript Object
Notation) format [16], based on the application design. In case of the CroudSTag application the ﬁnal result is sent
just once, after all the cloud services are ﬁnished. The adapter keeps the connection alive between MCM and the
cloud, and monitors the status of each task running within the cloud.
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Figure 3: Architecture of the Mobile Cloud Middleware
When all the cloud services are completed, MCM Manager uses the asynchronous notiﬁcation feature to push the
response back to the handset. Since, CroudSTag is an Android application, it follows the Android Cloud to Device
Messaging Framework (AC2DM) [17] protocol for this task. AC2DM is a lightweight mechanism which lets to push
a message into a queue of a third party notiﬁcation service, which is later sent to the device. Once the message is
received, the system wakes up the application via Intent Broadcast, passing the raw message data received straight to
the CroudSTag application.
The notiﬁcation message sent to the mobile through AC2DM contains the actual result of the facial recognition
process. The results are sent in JSON format with a limit of 1024 characters, due to C2DM policies. The size is
suﬃcient to send about 20 to 30 recognized Facebook users, which is acceptable for proof of concept. However, for
higher loads where the number of people recognized is more than 30 it is not possible to send the results with the
notiﬁcation message. In this case, it would be necessary to make an additional call to the MCM requesting the results.
In this sense MCM will send the notiﬁcation message to the mobile, only informing that the results are ready, along
with the session Id. Once this notiﬁcation is received, CroudSTag application sends another request to the MCM, and
the results are sent back to the mobile.
5. Performance analysis of the application
Once the CroudSTag application is developed, it was tested extensively for its performance. The performance
model and the analysis are addressed here. Figure 4 shows the sequence of activities that are performed during
execution of the application. Here, the total application duration i.e. the mobile cloud service invocation time, Tmcs is:
Tmcs  Ttr + Tm + ΔTm +
n∑
i=1
(Ttei + Tci ) + Tpn (1)
Where, Ttr is the transmission time taken across the radio link for the invocation between the mobile phone and the
MCM. The value includes the time taken to transmit the request to the cloud and the time taken to send the response
back to the mobile. Apart from these values, several parameters also aﬀect the transmission delays like the TCP
packet loss, TCP acknowledgements, TCP congestion control [18] etc. So a true estimate of the transmission delays
is not always possible. Alternatively, one can take the values several times and can consider the mean values for the
analysis. Tm is the time taken to process the request at the middleware. ΔTm is the minute extra latency added to the
performance of the MCM, as the mobile is immediately notiﬁed with the acknowledgement. Tte is the transmission
time across the Internet/Ethernet for the invocation between the middleware and the cloud. Tc is the time taken to
process the actual service at the cloud. This process is repeated several times in the CroudSTag application, as it is
contacting diﬀerent clouds like face.com, facebook.com, Amazon S3. Hence the sigma is considered in the equation.
However, in other cases the access to multiple cloud services may actually happen in parallel. In such a scenario, the
total time taken for handling the cloud services at MCM, TCloud, will be the maximum of the time taken by any of the
cloud services ( Maxni=1(Ttei + Tci ) ).
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Figure 4: Mobile cloud service invocation cycle: Activities and timestamps
Figure 5: Timestamps of the application scenario
Similarly, Tpn represents the push notiﬁcation time, which is the time taken to send the response of the mobile
cloud service to the device via the AC2DM. While Tmcs may seem a bit higher, the phone is rather free to continue
with its tasks, so not much load on it. This is possible only due to the support for push notiﬁcations at the MCM. The
mobile phone just sends the request and gets the acknowledgement back. Actual response from the cloud is sent to
the mobile asynchronously. Thus the delay perceived at the mobile rather stays constant however big the Tmcs may
be.  is considered in the equation as there are also other timestamps involved, like the client processing at the mobile
phone. However, these values will be quite small and cannot be calculated exactly.
To analyze the performance of the CroudSTag application, Amazon S3 storage services are used as the picture
repository. 10 photos with an average of 5 faces per picture are stored in an S3 bucket. In S3 objects are stored in
buckets. HTC desire phone [19], with a 5 megapixel color camera with auto focus and ﬂash was considered for the
analysis. It has a CPU speed of 1GHz, 576 MB of RAM and storage that can be extended up to 32GB. The application
is developed based on the Android platform, compatible with Android 2.2 API or higher. Wiﬁ connection was used to
connect the mobile to the middleware. So, test cases were taken in a network with an upload rate of ≈ 1409 kbps and
download rate of ≈ 3692 kbps, respectively. However, as mentioned already, estimating the true values of transmission
capabilities achieved at a particular instance of time is not trivial. To counter the problem, we have taken the time
stamps several times (5 times), across diﬀerent parts of the day and the mean values are considered for the analysis.
The timestamps are shown in ﬁgure 5. The value of Ttr + ΔTm is quite short (< 200 msec), which is acceptable
from the user perspective. So, the user has the capability to start more data intensive tasks right after the last one or go
with other general tasks, while the cloud services are being processed by the MCM. The total time taken for handling
the cloud services at MCM, TCloud (
∑n
i=1(Ttei +Tci ) ), is also logical and higher as expected (≈100 sec). The Tpn varies
depending on current traﬃc of the C2DM service and has an average of ≈22 seconds.
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6. Related work
Facial recognition technologies [11] have been around for a couple of years and are one of the most promising
features for the mobile users. There have been several attempts to integrate the facial recognition capabilities to mobile
devices. Some manufactures such as Sony Ericsson incorporated the feature in its model X10 [20] the ”Recognizer”
application. This application enables the user to take a picture using the camera and recognize people present in the
picture. It stores the pictures locally in the device and only recognizes people who are present in the contacts list and
have a picture associated. However, it lacked the opportunity to search people in the social networks or take advantage
of cloud technologies, and eventually overloads the storage resources of the phone with the pictures taken.
Viewdle [21] is another promising technology to include cloud technologies and facial recognition in mobile
devices. It oﬀers a set of solutions to provide facial recognition capabilities and intends to provide the solutions for
both standalone and mobile platforms. Currently only the desktop application in beta version has been released which
enables to detect faces in photos and tries to match them with tags in the user’s Facebook proﬁle. The pictures have to
be stored in the computer and during the recognition process it is possible to create a Facebook album and upload the
tagged pictures. Viewdle published in its website a demo of the mobile application which allows detecting people from
one picture taken with the camera and having access to his Facebook recent activity and information. Nevertheless,
this application has not been released and has some problems. For example, the recognition process runs entirely in
the device which might negatively impact the performance of the device in terms of battery usage, processor and time
response to the user.
In our CroudSTag application, the facial recognition service is supported by face.com. face.com only provides
web or desktop solutions. Since most of the recognition process is performed on cloud, there is no dearth for re-
sources. Face.com is currently looking for commercial applications which use its face recognition API in order to
make incursion in the mobile market. We think CroudSTag may be a possible candidate.
Middleware approaches similar to our MCM have also been addressed in the literature. MCCM [22] (Mobile
Cloud Computing Middleware) is a project which involves the use of a middleware, standing between the mobile and
the cloud, for the consumption of web services (WS) [23] in a mobile mashup WS application. It handles creating
user proﬁles from the context of the mobile phone, storing the system conﬁguration (pre-deﬁned set of WS which
can be consumed from the handset) and the service conﬁguration (information needed for constructing a request and
combining services) respectively, for managing existing resources in the Internet Cloud. However, we have observed
their middleware and the API support to be tightly coupled.
Cloud agency [24] is another solution that aims to integrate GRID [25], cloud computing and mobile agents. The
speciﬁc role of GRID is to oﬀer a common and secure infrastructure for managing the virtual cluster of the cloud
through the use of mobile agents. Agents introduce features that provide the users a simple way for conﬁguring
virtual clusters. Agora [26] is another middleware solution which is in the development, which will enable new large-
scale mobile-cluster applications and will use mobile devices as nodes of a large-scale cloud-computing infrastructure.
Agora will enable the devices to work together seamlessly. However, we could not ﬁnd any concrete implementations.
MCM mainly enables interoperability across multiple cloud architectures. One feature which really separates it
from other approaches is its support for asynchronous push notiﬁcation, which frees the mobile resources during most
of the invocation process. Moreover, our earlier research also involved working with middleware for mobile web
services, where Srirama et al. have realized a mobile web service mediation framework (MWSMF) [27] that helps
in oﬀering proper quality of service (QoS) and discovery mechanisms for the services being provided from the smart
phones [28]. MWSMF is shown to be reasonably scalable [29] and our future research will try to add the MCM as a
component to the MWSMF.
7. Conclusions and future research directions
Cloud computing and mobile computing domains have advanced rapidly and are the promising technologies for
the near future. Joining the technologies together, one can envision several applications, which are suitable for the
people in the social networks. The applications may also take advantage of huge user bases of the social networks,
increasing their feature richness. CroudSTag is one such application built for the Android devices. The application
takes a set of pictures from the cloud and uses the SaaS of Face.com to recognize faces and people from the pictures.
The application then enables the user to send, to each recognized person, an invitation to be part of a social group and it
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uses Facebook for the social group creation. The social groups thus formed with people of common interests, results
in sharing and collaboration relationships among the members. The paper explained the application with detailed
architectural and technological choices. The performance analysis of the application shows that the social groups can
be formed with signiﬁcant ease and reasonable performance latencies on the devices.
The application also becomes a case study for our MCM. We are in the process of developing other applications as
part of our future research, which require resource intensive tasks to be performed and thus utilize clouds and MCM
in the process. As already mentioned, our future research will also try to include the MCM as a component to the
MWSMF. Checking the scalability of the MCM is also very interesting for us. However, if MCM can be attached to
the MWSMF as a component, MCM will have the similar QoS as that of MWSMF.
We are also interested in adapting the CroudSTag application to speciﬁc application domains and user communi-
ties. For example, we are in the process of extending the application, to support the researcher’s complete publication
activities, such that the application can be used by the researcher for tracking his research from beginning to the end.
The extended application will have support to store the documents, keeping track of their versions, storing the presen-
tations and talks at the conferences in the form of videos, and notifying the user about the upcoming conferences and
deadlines.
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